
Say hello to a new class of ceiling fans. An energy-efficient solution that combines exceptional style with 
best-in-class performance to keep your space cool and comfortable. The Apex commercial fan moves a 
substantial amount of air, while giving you endless customization options to make it your own.

MEET APEX
 COMMERCIAL HVLS FAN

www.epicfan.com



The Apex—by Epic Fans—is designed to provide a sleek and 
stylish design, various color configurations to complement 
virtually any environment, a low sound dBA level that’s so quiet 
it’s like the fan’s not even there, and performance far superior 
to its competitors. Apex gives you the ability to mount the 
control where you want it. With its adaptable and configurable 
color design options, Apex is a fan that truly caters to your 
unique environment.  

KEY FEATURES
Wired Touch Screen Remote
Reverse Capability
6-14 feet (1.8-4.3 M) in diameter
Fire Shut Down Integration
Gearless Direct Drive Motor
Less Than 35 dBA*

RAL powder coat colors. Custom colors and combinations are available.AVAILABLE COLORS

Red on Silver Combination

BLACK BLUE GREEN ORANGEREDSILVER WHITE

DIAMETER SIZES    
6’(1.8M)    8’(2.4M)    10’(3.0M)    12’(3.7M)    14’(4.3M)

Standard Silver color combination

* Results of sound measurement in the field may vary due 
to variations in surface types, environment and conditions.

1612 Hutton Dr.
Suite 140, Dallas, TX 75006
866.696.2464
www.epicfan.com

STANDARD CONTROL

 CONTROL OPTIONS
iFan 4.3
iFan 7.0
BMS Integration

4Front Engineered Solutions reserves the right to change 
specifications and designs without notice and without 
incurring obligations. 

4Front Engineered Solutions products may be the subject 
of one or more U.S. and/or foreign, issued and/or pending, 
design and/or utility patents.

Epic and Epic Fans as words and logos are registered trademarks 
belonging to ASSA ABLOY Entrace System AB or other companies 

controlled by the same organization. All rights reserved.
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